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Progressive quenching (PQ) is the stochastic process in which the system’s degrees of freedom are sequen-
tially fixed. While such process does not satisfy the local detailed balance, it has been found that the some
physical observable of a complete spin network exhibits the martingale property. We studied system’s response
to the perturbation given at intermediate stages of the PQ. The response at the final stage reveals the persistent
memory, and we show that this persistence is a direct consequence of the martingale process behind. Not only
the mean response, the shape of the probability distribution at the stage of perturbation is also memorized. Using
the hidden martingale process we can predict the final bimodal distribution from the early-stage unimodal dis-
tribution in the regime where the unfrozen spins are paramagnetic. We propose a viewpoint that the martingale
property is a stochastic conservation law which is supported behind by some stochastic invariance.

I. INTRODUCTION

The theory of linear response (Nakano-Kubo-Greenwood) has
been established since long time to describe how the system
in thermodynamic equilibrium reacts to the past perturbations
given to it. The microscopic time-reversal invariance of equi-
librium, i.e., the detailed balance (DB) symmetry played there
a crucial role to bring out the fluctuation-dissipation (FD) rela-
tionship as well as Onsager’s reciprocity law [1, 2]. Much less
is known about the dynamic response of the systems which are
far from equilibrium, especially when the elementary processes
do not satisfy the local detailed balance (LDB).

Recently, the Malliavin weighting [3, 4], which is a special
case of Malliavin derivative [5], has been introduced to study
the dynamic response of stochastic systems undergoing general
Markovian process without assuming the LDB. In the present
paper we study this type of general response especially when the
system’s dynamics exhibits the martingale property. The martin-
gale property means that an observable of the system undergoing
stochastic process, say m̂T with T being the time, evolves such
that the conditional expectation of m̂T+1 at time T + 1 remains
equal to m̂T under the given history of the system up to T :

E[m̂T+1|FT ] = m̂T , (1)

where E[X|FT ] means to take the conditional expectation of X
given the history up to T, and m̂T is determined by FT .

The background of this study is the following. We have stud-
ied what we call the progressive quenching (PQ) in which we
fix progressively and cumulatively, a part of system’s degrees
of freedom [6]. This procedure is reminiscent of the greedy
algorithms.[7] More concretely, we focused on a totally con-
nected Ising spins and fixed one spin after another while equili-
brating the unfixed part of the spins every time we fix a single
spin. If we regard the number of fixed spins T as the discrete
time, the distribution of the spin’s fixed magnetization showed a
sign of a long term memory. But at that time we had no good
idea to quantify this memory as this quenching process breaks

the LDB, and the FD relationship is not applicable. On the other
hand, if we regard the equilibrium average of the unfixed spins
after fixation of T -th spin (the equilibrium mean spin, for short,
denoted by m̂(eq)

T ) as a stochastic process, it is found to have the
martingale property up to small finite-size corrections, which is
essentially Eq.(1) [6].

Having come to know the Malliavin weighting [3, 4], we
retook the PQ problem and directly analyzed its response to
the external field perturbations using the approach of Malliavin
weighting. We found that the long memory of the PQ is a direct
consequence of the martingale property it contains. Below we
focus on the response of the total magnetization in the final state
when all the spins have been fixed.

In the next section (§II) we first setup the model spin system
and define the protocol of progressive quenching under exter-
nal perturbing field. Then we describe the response of the to-
tal magnetization in the final stage to the perturbing field (§III).
First we briefly recapitulate the previous result [6]) in §III A.
Then in §§III B we take the approach of the Malliavin weight
[3, 4] adapted to the present PQ model. We calculate the re-
sponse of the probability distribution of the total magnetization.
In §§III C we focus on the response of a mean value of the total
magnetization, where the relevance to the martingale property is
highlighted. The power of the martingale property of m̂(eq)

T is
demonstrated when we use this to predict the final distribution
of total magnetization itself, not only its average (§§III D). In
the concluding section §IV we formulate our core result in more
general terms of discrete- and continuous-time stochastic pro-
cesses. By this framework we will assert that, when a physical
observable of a system possesses the martingale property, this
property acts as a kind of stochastic conservation law, causing
a long-term memory in the system’s response, just like the true
conservation laws played important roles in the response theory
of the equilibrium systems through the emergence of hydrody-
namic modes, either diffusive or propagative [8]. Also we will
remark that, at least in the case of PQ, the stochastic conserva-
tion law is supported behind by a stochastic invariance property,
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i.e., the invariance on average .

II. SETUP OF MODEL AND PROTOCOL

Globally coupled spin model : We consider the ferromag-
netic Ising model on a complete network, that is, the model in
which any one of the spins interacts with all the other spins with
equal coupling constant, j0/N0, where N0 is the total number
of spins. We mean by the stage-T, or simply T, that there are
T spins that have been fixed, see Fig.1(a) for illustration. When

Unfixed (N −T spins) 

Fixed (T spins)

0

(a)

(eq)

T,M(       )
T

M

m1−

m1+
T, M

T, M

2

2

(eq)

(b)

FIG. 1. (a) In the complete network of N0 spins, T spins have been
fixed and there remain N0− T unfixed spins. (b) PQ process of a com-
plete spin network is a Markovian process on the 2D directed network
on the integer lattice coordinated by T and M =

∑T
k=1 sk. Those lat-

tice points which are not visited are masked.

N = N0 − T spins are unfixed under a field h = hT + hext, we
use the energy function,

HT,M = − j0
N0

∑
T+1≤i<j≤N0

sisj−(hT + hext)

N0∑
i=T+1

si, (2)

where each spin sk takes the value ±1. The field on the un-
fixed spins consists of two parts: One is hT := + j0

N0
M

which is the “quenched molecular field” due to those fixed
spins, {s1, . . . , sT }, where the total fixed magnetization is M =∑T
k=1 sk and we have relabelled the spins for our convenience.

The other part, hext, is the genuine external field to perturb the
process of PQ. In the absence of perturbation we set hext = 0.

For the later use we introduce m(eq)
T,M as the canonical average of

the unfixed spins with the probability weight e−HT,M/kBT . This
is, therefore, the function of T and M =

∑T
k=1 sk. In order

to see clearly the effect of fluctuations, we choose the coupling
constant j0 so that the starting system T = 0 is at the critical
point of the finite system, j0,crit (for the details, see [6]). Here-
after we let kBT = 1 by properly choosing the unit of tempera-
ture.

Progressive quenching: The protocol of PQ is the cycle of
re-equilibration of the unfixed spins and the fixation of a single
spin at±1 with the probabilities (1±m(eq)

T,M )/2, respectively, see

Fig.1(b), where m(eq)
T,M was defined above. Once a spin is fixed,

its value is retained until the end of the whole process. Below
we will use the notation M̂T when we regard MT =

∑T
k=1 sk

as stochastic process versus T starting from M̂0 = 0. The pro-
cess M̂T is Markovian. PQ can, therefore, be represented as a

stochastic graph of M̂T vs T on the 2D discrete lattice, where
the domain of M is practically limited by |M | ≤ T for each T
(0 ≤ T ≤ N0) and M ≡ T (mod 2), see Fig.1(b)..

Mapping to transfer matrix formulation : Instead of
simulating the path ensemble, which would cost O(2N0) tri-
als, we can solve the master equation for the distribution of
M̂T , which costs no more than an algebraic power of N0. By
definition of PQ the partition between the system and the ex-
ternal system (i.e. fixed spins) is not static. We can, nev-
ertheless, reformulate the evolution as that of a super-system
which is adapted to the transfer matrix method: The stochas-
tic process of M̂T vs T with 0 ≤ T ≤ N0 is represented
as the transfer of (2N0 + 1)-dimensional vector, ~P (T ) =

{P (T )
M }N0

M=−N0
. The initial state ~P (0) is P (0)

0 = 1 for M = 0

and P (0)
M = 0, otherwise. The transition from the stage T to the

next one can be represented by a transfer matrix, W(T+1←T ),

such that P
(T+1)
M =

∑T
M ′=−T (W(T+1←T ))M,M ′P

(T )
M ′

or, in vector-matrix notation, ~P (T+1) = W(T+1←T ) ~P (T ) for
0 ≤ T ≤ N0 − 1. The component of the matrix,
(W(T+1←T ))M ′,M , is the conditional probability that the fix-
ation of the (T + 1)-th spin makes the total fixed magnetiza-
tion change from M to M ′. By definition of PQ the only non-
zero components of W(T+1←T ) are (W(T+1←T ))M±1,M with
|M | ≤ T and M ≡ T (mod 2). The transitions in the absence
of perturbation (i.e. with T 6= T0) gives (W(T+1←T ))M±1,M =

(1±m(eq)
T,M )/2 corresponding to the fixation of the spin, ŝT+1 =

±1, respectively. Using this notation, the final probability dis-
tribution of the total magnetization MN0

in the absence of the
perturbation reads,

~P (N0) = W(N0←N0−1) · · ·W(1←0) ~P (0). (3)

Another key stochastic process is the mean equilibrium spin
m̂

(eq)
T ≡ m

(eq)

T,M̂T
. As was mentioned in the Introduction we

have previously shown its martingale property (cf. Eq.(1)), and
the consequence of Doob’s optional sampling theorem (OST)
[9].

E[m̂
(eq)
T ′ |FT ] = m̂

(eq)
T +O((T ′ − T )/N0

2), T ′ > T, (4)

where FT ≡ {M̂0, M̂1, . . . , M̂T } and E[M̂T+1 − M̂T |FT ] =

m̂
(eq)
MT

[6]. Because {M̂T } is a Markov process, we hereafter
replace this condition FT by M̂T . The martingale process
{m̂(eq)

T } is hidden in the sense that the main observable, M̂T ,
is not martingale by itself, see more discussion in §IV.

Application of the perturbation: In the next section we will
study the influences of the external field perturbation hext which
is applied uniquely at the stage-(T0 − 1). That is, in the pres-
ence of hext + hT0−1, where hT0−1 is the quenched molecular
field by the fixed spins, we re-equilibrate N0 − (T0 − 1) spins
before fixing the T0-th spin. If the external field is applied at
the stage-(T0 − 1), the matrix W(T0←T0−1) should be modified;
we denote the corresponding transfer matrix by W

(T0←T0−1)
hext

.
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The perturbed process and the resulting final distribution, ~P (N0)
hext

reads,

~P
(N0)
hext

= W(N0←N0−1) · · ·W(T0+1←T0)

W
(T0←T0−1)
hext

W(T0−1←T0−2) · · ·W(1←0) ~P (0). (5)

The martingale property of m̂(eq)
T [6] is, therefore, interrupted

upon the transition from the stage-(T0−1) to the stage-T0. From
the stage-T0 the martingale property of m̂(eq)

T with T ≥ T0 holds
de nouveau with the total fixed spin M̂T0

being the new initial
condition. The question is how the perturbation given to M̂T0

propagates up to the final value M̂N0 and how the martingale
property of m̂(eq)

T manifests itself in this propagation.

III. RESULTS

A. Unperturbed evolution — Résumé

We recapitulate very briefly our previous study, where no ex-
ternal perturbations were applied [6]. We only show the evolu-
tion of the probability distribution ofMT which is relevant to the
following analysis. Fig.2(a) shows the snapshots of the distribu-
tion of MT for the system of N0 = 28 spins. These have been
obtained essentially by interrupting the calculation of Eq.(3) at
the midpoint; ~P (T ) = W(T←T−1) · · ·W(1←0) ~P (0). The cou-
pling parameter j0 is on the single phase side, i.e., j0 ≤ j0,crit.
But if j0 is not far below the critical one, the distribution de-
velops bimodal shape, as seen in Fig.2(a). On the other hand
if 0 ≤ j0 < j∗0 (< j0,crit) with some threshold coupling j∗0 ,
then the peak remains unimodal until the final stage. For exam-
ple, with j0 = 0 the ~P (T ) is a symmetric binomial distribution.
Whether or not ~P (T ) develops bimodal profile depends on the
relative importance of the memory of the early stages, such as
the value of ŝ1 = ±1. The memory of these stages is kept tena-
ciously in any case, but it can be blurred by the noises if the
system’s (paramagnetic) susceptibility in the early stages is not
large enough. This qualitative explanation will become clearer
later in terms of the hidden martingale (§III D).

We recall that the appearance of bimodal profile of P (N0) is
not the result of the first order transition: The system of unfrozen
spins is in the single para-magnetic phase because the effective
coupling among them, jeff = (1 − T

N0
)j0,crit, is below critical

for all W(T+1←T ) (1 ≤ T ≤ N0). Note that only above critical
coupling do we have the first order transition. As the quench
proceeds this coupling is weaken progressively, i.e. the sys-
tem becomes warmer and warmer above the critical temperature.
Therefore, although the spin-spin coupling is global, there is no
cooperativity, i.e., the thermal fluctuation of m(eq)

T,M̂T
is always

unimodal for the individual system. It is the ensemble of sys-
tems that can develop the bimodal statistics like in Fig.2(a). In
fact our previous numerical studies ([6], Fig.3(c)) indicated that
the threshold coupling parameter j∗0 mentioned above behaves

in such way that the gap |j∗0 − j0,crit| disappears for N0 → ∞.
The last tendency is opposite to the mean-field picture of the
first order transition in which the bimodal nature should be most
pronounced in the infinite-size limit.

B. Sensitivity of final-state distribution to perturbations

The response to the perturbation given at the stage-(T0 − 1)
can be studied in two complementary ways like the Fokker-
Planck versus Langevin dynamics. In the present subsection we
follow how the perturbation given to ~P (T0) is transferred to that
in the final distribution ~P (N0) through (5). This approach, of
Fokker-Planck type, is in line with the Malliavin weighting [3, 4]
when the perturbation is infinitesimal (see below). In the next
subsection §§III C we rather focus on the evolution of M̂T from
T = T0 up to T = N0, similar to the Langevin equation but
through the filter of the conditional expectation, E[M̂T |MT0

].
The direct consequence of the perturbation at the stage-

(T0 − 1) is the shift of the transfer matrix, ∆W(T0←T0−1) ≡
W

(T0←T0−1)
hext

−W(T0←T0−1). As the result of propagation of the
shift the final shift of the probability density reads,

~P
(N0)
hext

− ~P (N0)= W(N0←N0−1) · · ·W(T0+1←T0)

∆W(T0←T0−1)W(T0−1←T0−2) · · ·W(1←0) ~P (0). (6)

In the case of the infinitesimal perturbing field, we deal with
the linear response to hext and calculate, instead of (6), the sen-
sitivity

∂ ~P
(N0)
hext

∂hext
= W(N0←N0−1) · · ·W(T0+1←T0)

∂W
(T0←T0−1)
hext

∂hext
W(T0−1←T0−2) · · ·W(1←0) ~P (0),(7)

where the partial derivative with respect to hext should be
evaluated at hext = 0 and the only non-zero components
of ∂W(T0←T0−1)

hext
/∂hext are ∂(W

(T0←T0−1)
hext

)M±1,M/∂hext =

±χ(eq)
T0−1,M/2 for |M | ≤ T0 − 1 with χ(eq)

T,M ≡ ∂m
(eq)
T,M/∂hext

being the susceptibility at the stage-T under a molecular field,
hT = j0

N0
M. The approach of Malliavin weighting [3, 4] is es-

sentially the path-wise expression of (7), see Appendix B for
more detailed account. In Fig.2 (b) we plotted the result in
(7) vs MN0/N0 of the system with the size N0 = 28 = 256.
Depending on the stage of perturbation (T0 = 24 = 16 or
T0 = 27 = 128) the sensitivity qualitatively changes, see be-
low.

In the case of the infinite perturbing field hext = +∞, we
calculate directly (6), where the transition rates upon the per-
turbed stage read (W

(T0←T0−1)
hext

)M+1,M = 1 with |M | ≤ T0−1

and all the remaining components of W
(T0←T0−1)
hext

are zero.
Therefore the only non-zero components of ∆W(T0←T0−1) are
∆(W(T0←T0−1))M±1,M = ±(1 − m

(eq)
T0−1,M )/2 for |M | ≤

T0 − 1.
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In Fig.2(c) we monitored ~P
(N0)
hext

− ~P (N0) vs MN0
as the re-

sponse to the infinite perturbation, hext = +∞. This response
is qualitatively similar to the linear response of the distribution
(Fig.2(b)), except for a positive bias around MN0

= 0 in the for-
mer case. We notice the two common trend for the both types
of perturbation: (i) The response is stronger when the perturba-
tion is given at the early stage, which is contrasting to the equi-
librium system for which the impact of perturbation should be
strongest if it is given most recently, i.e. with the largest T0. (ii)
The profiles of the response reflects the distribution at the stage
when the perturbations have been applied: If a perturbation is
given when the unperturbed distribution of M is still unimodal
(i.g. T0 = 24), the density response in the final magnetization
resembles to the M -derivative of the unimodal distribution at
the stage-T0. (Notice, however, that the width of distribution is
“magnified” from |M | ≤ T0(= 16) to the final one ranging over
|M | <∼ 0.7×N0(' 180).) Similarly, if the perturbation is given

T 0
=2

4
T 0

=2
7
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(a) Unperturbed evolution
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M
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(b) Linear response (c) Infinite perturbation

M/N0
M/N0

M/N0

FIG. 2. (a) The unperturbed evolution of the probability of the to-
tal fixed magnetization, M , at three different numbers of fixed spins,
T = 24, 27 and T = 28 = N0. (b) The linear response of the final dis-
tribution P (N0) to the infinitesimal perturbations given at the different
stages, T0 = 24 (top) and 27 (bottom). The horizontal axis is scaled by
the system size. (c) The response of the final distribution P

(N0)
hext

to the
infinite perturbation given at the different stages, T0 = 24 (top) and 27

(bottom). The insets show the final perturbed distributions.

in the late stage (i.g. T0 = 27), the final response resembles to
the M -derivative of the bimodal distribution at T0. This trend
(ii) suggests the presence of an underlying mechanism by which
the individual realization of PQ keeps the memory of the stage
when the perturbation is given. As noted in §III A the possibility
of first order transition is excluded. We will see later in §III C
(especially Eq.(9)) that the origin of the memory is the (hidden)
martingale property of m(eq)

T,M̂T
.
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C. Mean response of the final magnetization, E[M̂N0 ]

We study the mean response of the total spin at the final stage,
E[M̂N0

], when an infinite perturbing field (hext = +∞) is ap-
plied at the stage-(T0 − 1), just before fixing the T0-th spin.
While this mean value E[M̂N0 ] can be calculated through (5),
here we will take a different approach;

E[M̂N0 ] =

T0∑
M=−T0

E[M̂N0 |MT0 = M ]P
(T0)
hext

(M), (8)

where E[M̂N0 |MT0 = M ] is the conditional expectation. By
(W

(T0←T0−1)
hext

)M+1,M , which is described in the last paragraph

of §III B, P (T0)
hext

(M) is the shifted copy of the previous stage,
that is, P (T0)(M + 1) = P (T0−1)(M) for |M | ≤ T0 − 1 and
P (T0)(−T0) = 0. Therefore, for T0 not very large (� N0) the
calculation of P (T0)

hext
(M) is a relatively light calculation. As for

the conditional expectation E[M̂N0
|MT0

= M ], if we use the
martingale property ofm(eq)

T,M̂T
for the unperturbed process T0 ≤

T ≤ N0, we can show the compact result:

E[M̂N0
|MT0

= M ] = M + (N0 − T0)m
(eq)
T0,M

+O(1). (9)

Therefore, (8) reads finally

E[M̂N0 ] = E[M̂T0 ] + (N0 − T0)E[m
(eq)

T0,M̂T0

] +O(1). (10)

Because the left hand side of (9) is O(N0), the error term of
O(1) is negligible for N0 � 1. Note that (10) does not require
the calculation of transfer matrices beyond the stage-T0.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
T0/N00.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25
E[M_N0]/N0

FIG. 3. Mean response of the magnetization, E[M̂N0 ], to the perturba-
tion hext = +∞ applied at the stage-T0. The system sizes. The system
size for each curve is N0 = 26, 27 and 28, respectively, from top to
bottom.

The relation (9) comes out from a more general statement

about the mean increment rate of M̂T : E[
M̂T−MT0

T−T0
|MT0

=

M ] = m
(eq)
T0,M

+ O((T − T0)/N0
2) for T0 < T ≤ N0. The

derivation is given in Appendix A, where we use the martingale
property of m(eq)

T,M̂T
(see 4). The relation (9) tells us that the im-

pact of perturbation is directly transmitted by the martingale ob-
servable, m(eq)

T,M̂T
. This opens the possibility to predict approx-

imately the final distribution P (N0)(MN0) from the data at the

stage-T0 when the perturbation is given (see §III D below) and
then to understand better the result of §III B. Because it is only

in the expectation the mean increment rate, M̂T−MT0

T−T0
|MT0

=M ,
is kept constant over T0 < T ≤ N0, we call it the stochastic
conservation.

In Fig. 3 we plot the mean values of the final magnetization,
E[M̂N0

], The different curves in Fig. 3 correspond to the differ-
ent system sizes,N0 = 26, 27 and 28. The both axes are rescaled
by the system sizes. The formula Eq.(10) reproduces E[M̂N0

]
so well that the deviation from the full numerical results using
P

(N0)
hext

(M) is within the thickness of the curves. That the mean
response of the frozen spin, E[M̂N0 ]/N0 decreases with the sys-
tem sizeN0 is consistent with our previous observation in §III B,
especially Fig.2(c).

D. Hidden martingale property predicts final distribution

The fluctuation property of m(eq)

T,M̂T
adds something on top of

(9) when the system is large enough in the sense of N0 � T0.
Starting from the condition M̂T0 = M, the final magnetization
M̂T0

should scatter around E[M̂N0
|MT0

= M ], but its stan-
dard deviation should to be O((N0)

1
2 ), therefore, less dominant

than the mean part, (N0−T0)m
(eq)
T0,M

= O(N0). This estimation
of the standard deviation, O((N0)

1
2 ), is related to the so-called

martingale central-limit theorem (see, for example, §3.3 of [10])
together with the fact that m(eq)

T,M̂T
is non-extensive quantity of

O(1). With the tolerance of O(N0
1
2 ) errors, Eq.(9) leads, there-

fore, to a sort of geometrical optics approximation ([11] §27):

M̂N0

∣∣∣
MT0

=M
= M + (N0 − T0)m

(eq)
T0,M

+O(N0
1
2 ). (11)

This estimation in turn allows us to reconstruct the final proba-
bility distribution P (N0)

hext
(M) versus M, see Appendix C for the

detailed protocol. In Fig.4 we compare the final distributions
of M̂N0

, one by the geometrical optics approximation and the
other by the full numerical calculation of transfer matrix prod-
ucts. Naturally, the former method gives narrower distribution
because this approximation ignores the broadening by the stan-
dard deviation, ∼ (256)

1
2 ' 16. Amazingly the geometrical

optic approximation can nevertheless predict the positions of bi-
modal peaks very well from the data of unimodal distribution at
the stage-T0. When N0 and T0 constitute the double hierarchy
1� T0 � N0, our methodology will serve as a fine tool of nu-
merical asymptotic analysis. We have chosen the coupling j0 at
the critical one, j0,crit because the predictability of bimodal dis-
tribution from unimodal stage looks impressive. Nevertheless,
the tenacious memory given Eq.(11) and the predictability as its
consequence hold also for the weaker coupling with which the
final distribution is unimodal.
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FIG. 4. Comparison between the final distributions of MN0 predicted
by the hidden martingale property (joined T0+1 dots) with those by full
numerical solution (dense dots) for hext = 0 (left) and for hext = ∞
(left) with T0 = 24 and N0 = 28. In the figures the probability densities
are rescaled so that their integral over M be normalized to unity. The
figures in inset show the probabilities P (T0) (left) and P

(T0)
hext

(right),
respectively. Both are singly peaked but the latter is almost translocated
by ∆M = +1.

IV. CONCLUSION — GENERAL ARGUMENT

We first summarize, using a general terminology, the mech-
anism by which the hidden martingale property gives rise to
a tenacious memory of the process. We will use the notation
which corresponds to the previous sections, such as M̂T or m̂T ,
but we don’t rely on the PQ model.

Suppose that {M̂T } (0 ≤ T ≤ N0) is a stochastic pro-
cess with the discrete time T and has the increment, ŝT+1 ≡
M̂T+1 − M̂T . We assume that the probabilistic characteristics
of ŝT+1 is determined by the history of {M̂t} up to t = T,
and that its conditional expectation m̂T ≡ E[ŝT+1|FT ] is com-
pletely determined by the history up to T, denoted by FT . With
only these settings we can verify that R̂T ≡

∑T−1
t=0 (ŝt+1 − m̂t)

is martingale, i.e., E[R̂T+1|FT ] = RT , the fact which is known
as Doob-Lévy decomposition theorem [12, 13]. The martin-
gale of our concern, however, is not this fact but we add an-
other layer; we suppose that {m̂T } is again martingale, that is,
E[m̂T+1|FT ] = m̂T . This is why we call the latter the hidden
martingale. The outcome is that we have

E[M̂T |FT0 ] = M̂T0 + (T − T0)m̂T0 , T > T0, (12)

which we can verify by following exactly the same argument as
in AppendixA except thatO((T − T0)/N0

2) in (A1) is omitted.
Eq.(12) tells how the hidden martingale property of {m̂T }

transmits the memory of the past data without exponential or
power-low decays. This relation is the general outcome of hid-
den martingale and has nothing to do with the origin of the
hidden martingale. Especially, in our PQ model the relation

Eq.(9) represents the tenacious memory whether the distribution
P (N0)(M) is unimodal or bimodal.

For completeness, we also write down the continuous-time
counterpart: Suppose that {M̂t} (0 ≤ t ≤ t0) is a stochas-
tic process with the continuous time t and we denote the incre-
ment by dM̂t ≡ M̂t+dt − M̂t. We assume that the probabilis-
tic features of dM̂t is determined by the history of {M̂τ} up to
τ = t and its conditional expectation m̂t dt ≡ E[dM̂t|Ft] is
completely determined by the history up to t, denoted by Ft.
Then by Doob-Lévy decomposition theorem [12, 13] and the
martingale central-limit theorem (see, for example, §3.3 of [10])
allows to represent the stochastic evolution of M̂t in the form of
stochastic differential equation

dM̂t = m̂t dt+ b̂t · dŴt, (13)

where the second term on the r.h.s. is an Itô integral with a
Wiener process, Ŵt. Now if we further suppose that {m̂t} is
martingale, then we have

E[M̂t|Ft0 ] = Mt0 + (t− t0)m̂t0 , t > t0 (14)

because E[dM̂t|Ft0 ] = E[m̂t|Ft0 ]dt = m̂t0dt holds for t > t0.

In §III C we called the formula of the type Eq.(12) the stochas-
tic conservation law. This property leads to the lasting mem-
ory in the system’s response. In analogy with the (determinis-
tic) physical conservation laws, a far-fetched question would be
if there is a kind of stochastic invariance behind the stochastic
conservation, just as many (deterministic) physical conservation
laws are based on some invariance principle. In our setup the
spin system the “total molecular field” on each unfrozen spin,
which is the sum of the quenched molecular field hT and the in-
teraction field from the other unfrozen spins, remains invariant
upon the fixation of a spin (see Appendix C of [6] for a mean-
field argument).

CM thanks the laboratory Gulliver at ESPCI for the encourag-
ing environment to start the research. KS thanks Izaak Neri for
fruitful discussions. KS benefits from the project JT of RIKEN-
ESPCI-Paris 7.

Appendix A: Derivation of Eq.(9)

The total fixed spins M̂T at the stage-T with T0 < T ≤ N0

reads M̂T = M̂T0
+
∑T
j=T0+1 ŝj , where ŝj is the value of the

spin which is fixed in the j-th quenching. Taking the expecta-
tion of the above formula, i.e., E[M̂T |M̂T0

= MT0
] = MT0

+∑T
j=T0+1E[ŝj |M̂T0

= MT0
], we will focus on E[ŝj |M̂T0

=
MT0

]. For T0 < T ≤ N0 the last quantity can be transformed as

E[ŝT |M̂T0
= MT0

] = E
[
E[ŝT |M̂T−1] |M̂T0

= MT0
]
]

= E
[
m

(eq)

M̂T−1
|M̂T0

= MT0

]
= m

(eq)

M̂T0

+O
(
T − T0

N0
2

)
, (A1)
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where, to go to the last line, we have used (4) with (T ′, T ) there
being replaced by (T, T0) here, respectively. By choosing T =
N0 we arrive at Eq.(9).

Appendix B: Simple summary of Malliavin weighting

We explain the Malliavin weighting of [3, 4]. The evolution
of the probability distribution from the initial one to the finale
one is given as the matrix-vector product like (3) or (5) in the
main text. These product can be regarded as the discrete path
integrals because the different paths to reach the final state M̂N0

form the initial one M̂0(= 0) are mutually exclusive and each
path [M ] contributes to the path integral by the transfer weight,
W[M ] :=

∏N0−1
T=0 W

(T+1←T )
MjT+1

,MjT
.

The so-called Malliavin weighting is the path functional
which gives the relative, or log, sensitivity of this path weight
to the infinitesimal external field:

q[M ] ≡ ∂ logW[M ]

∂hext

∣∣∣∣
hext=0

. (B1)

Below we will show that the average linear sensitivity of any
path-functional A[M ] reads

∂

∂hext
E[A[M ]]

∣∣∣∣
hext=0

= E[q[M ]A[M ]]|hext=0. (B2)

In fact using the formal linear expansion;

W[M ] =W[M ]hext=0(1 + q[M ]hext +O(hext
2)),

we find

∂E[A[M ]]

∂hext

= lim
hext→0

[M ]∑
A[M ]

W[M ]−W[M ]hext=0

hext
P

(0)
0 (M0)

=

[M ]∑
A[M ]q[M ]W[M ]hext=0P

(0)
0 (M0), (B3)

where the last line on the r.h.s. is the expectation of A[M ]q[M ].
To calculate q[M ] we recall the form W[M ] :=∏N0−1
T=0 W

(T+1←T )
MjT+1

,MjT
. Using the additivity of the log of prod-

uct, we have

q[M ] =

[M ]∑
0≤T≤N0−1

∂ logW
(T+1←T )
MT+1,MT

∂hext

∣∣∣∣∣
hext=0

, (B4)

where the sum is taken along the history [M ]. Therefore, the
weight q[M ] can be calculated cumulatively along the process
M . Especially when the perturbation is given uniquely at the
stage-(T0 − 1), as in the main text, the relative sensitivity is
reduced to q[M ] = ∂ log[W

(T0←T0−1)
MT0

,MT0−1
]/∂hext|hext=0. In fact if

we regard the r.h.s. of Eq.(7) as a path integral, the contribution
of the path [M ] readsW[M ]q[M ].

Appendix C: Construction of final distribution from early stage
one using martingale conditional expectation

For the simplicity of notations, we introduce (see (11))

µi = −T0 + 2i

mi = m
(eq)
T0,µi

xi = µi + (N0 − T0)mi, i = 0, 1, . . . , T0

We will make up the final probability density p(x) so that its nor-
malization is

∫ xT0

x0
p(x)dx = 1. We suppose that p(x) is piece-

wise linear whose joint-points are {xi, p(xi)}. The normaliza-
tion condition then reads

1 =

T0−1∑
i=0

p(xi) + p(xi+1)

2
(xi+1 − xi)

= p(x0)
x1 − x0

2
+

T0−1∑
i=1

p(xi)
xi+1 − xi−1

2
+ p(xT0)

xT0 − xT0−1

2
.

(C1)

Then we define p(xi) through

p(x0)
x1 − x0

2
= P

(T0)
hext

(m0),

p(xi)
xi+1 − xi−1

2
= P

(T0)
hext

(mi) i = 1, . . . , T0 − 1

p(xT0
)
xT0 − xT0−1

2
= P

(T0)
hext

(mT0
) (C2)

so that the “ray” of geometrical optics carries the probability
from T = T0 to T = N0. The martingale prediction of the
probability densities in Fig.4 are thus made.
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